Login Bug Unless Remember Me Box Clicked - Now problems with use of 'Click here to confirm action'

At first I had the problem with the Login Bug listed here:-

I have tried using all fixes on this page and to no avail.

Since then I have found that any function that uses the 'Click here to confirm action' page and button does not work. Are these interrelated? This happens if I try to delete a user, rollback a page in fact any function that uses that button and page?
Help or fixes would be very much appreciated as I have found tikiwiki excellent to use with my classes but these bugs are leading me to use something different next time!

Solution
Closed as this problem no longer exists and no additional information was provided, and version is no longer supported.
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Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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Is this bug the result of storing the session data in the database? I had been suffering from the same issue until disabling this function.

In summary:
Go to tiki-admin.php?page=general
Set Store session data in database to OFF

It makes no difference if Session lifetime in minutes is set to 1 minute or more.

In summary, if you're running 1.9.7 and have opted to store session data in the database, you will need to have Remember Me on and users will need to check it in order to login.

Dylan.

omegaworks 23 Feb 09 16:19 GMT-0000

ID 2113, fix posted there.
Are you able to reproduce this issue with a current version?
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